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Strong nature for strong solutions

Green infrastructure benefits and urban

policies: synergies and conflicts

Credit: METABOLIC



Green Infrastructure? It enhances natural capital

…it provides ecological, economic and social benefits through natural 
solutions – and is a key tool to sustainable spatial planning, urban design and 
development

Blackwall ReachTower Hamlets, London
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Cities have an important role to play in the shift to fundamentally

sustainable systems of production and consumption
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system

Living well within environmental limits requires a transition to a resource-efficient, circular, low-carbon 
economy



Managing natural capital
Protecting natural capital

Natural Capital – Implementation in the EU system
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Nature protection and green infrastructure –managing ordinary nature?

Co-benefits

• biodiversity

conservation

• other ecosystem 

services

Primary purpose

• ecosystem services

• mitigate heat stress

• improve air quality

• mitigate noise

• less stressful 

environment

• recreation

• e.g. flood mitigation

Green 

infrastructure/ 

ordinary nature

urban / coastal

rural / marine

Co-benefits

• outdoor recreation 

• healthier lifestyles -

nature experience

• mental health

• other ecosystem 

services

Primary purpose

• biodiversity 

conservation

Core nature areas

E.g. Natura 2000 

sites



Long term systemic and transformative visions are needed

1950 and 1960s’ future 

planning

Today, ‘green’ cities are 

the reference



Challenge 1:

Ecosystems
Challenge 3:

The “grey” 

urban system

Challenge 2:

Social systems

Challenges to be seen throughout the urban system - Paradigm shift: integrated / systemic analysis



Cities can be “locked-in” to unsustainable consumption and production 
patterns for decades. 

Challenge 3: The “grey” urban system

Forms, densities, extends
• Infrastructure

• Spatial planning

Impact on: 

• Carbon footprint

• Resource use

• Land use



Challenge 2: Creating sustainability in changing social context

Values, behaviour, lifestyle, culture

Political system, institutions, legal system

Economic system

Knowledge

Engagement, participation

• Growing

• Aging

• Diversifying

• Inequalities



Challenge 1: Ecosystems / green areas inside and around cities 

Flood 

regulations

Local climate 

regulation
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Solutions – biomimicry and other bioeconomy challenges?

Biomimicry is an approach to innovation that seeks 
sustainable solutions to human challenges by 
emulating nature’s time-tested patterns and 
strategies (Biomimicry institute, 2006) 

 Evaluate roles and limits of eco-innovation 
and technologies: what’s the desired function?
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WhalePower Corporation
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Climate change is a systemic challenge



Air tree concept - Madrid



Simple solutions: trees in cities

Up to 10°C difference between

peri-urban and central areas.

100 m2 of trees help reduce

temperature by 1°C.

Green surfaces are 10°C cooler

than artificial ones.



Urban food supply



Vertical farming



Making way for rivers and waterways



A climate proof future?



Cities have started to act

Engagement in international adaptation-related initiatives

Source: EEA, 2016



The ‘existential question: who to finance, investment strategies







Five key areas – did we get it right?

Knowledge and 

awareness
Planning

Economics

Monitoring, 

reporting, 

evaluation

Source: EEA, 2016



In search of policy coherence and cohesiveness?



Sign up to receive EEA news, reports 

and alerts on your areas of interest 
http://eea-subscriptions.eu/subscribe Ronan.uhel@eea.europa.eu
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